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This paper presents a recently developed numerical multidisciplinary optimization method for design of wind turbine blade. The
objective was the highest possible blade weight under specified atmospheric conditions, determined by the design giving girder
layer and location parameter. Wind turbine blade on box-section beams girder is calculated by ply thickness, main girder and
trailing edge. In this study, a realistic 30m blade from a 1.2MW wind turbine model of blade girder parameters is established.
The optimization evolves a structure which transforms along the length of the blade, changing from a design with spar caps at the
maximum thickness and a trailing edge mass to a design with spar caps toward the tip. In addition, the cross-section structural
properties and the modal characteristics of a 62m rotor blade were predicted by the developed beam finite element. In summary,
these findings indicate that the conventional structural layout of a wind turbine blade is suboptimal under the static load conditions,
suggesting an opportunity to reduce blade weight and cost.

1. Introduction

Aswind turbines continue to grow in size, it becomes increas-
ingly important to ensure that they are as structurally efficient
as possible to ensure that wind energy can be a cost-effective
source of power generation. Aerodynamic and structural
optimization has become a subject of considerable interest.
It involves the determination of the geometry of an aerody-
namic configuration that satisfies certain objectives subject
to constraints [1, 2]. Blade is one of the critical components of
wind driven generator. Now, domestic and foreign large wind
turbine blades are made of composite material layer. For the
design and optimization of wind turbine blades, knowledge
about the state of the boundary layers at the rotor is important
since the energy yield strongly depends on this issue. Blades
with an extended laminar boundary layer zone offer a higher
energy yield. The use of composite materials makes blade
design more flexible, but the design of the blades and the
analysis put forward higher request. The ultimate goal is a
direct design process, where the design space is searched
for the optimum design in an automatic and systematic way
[3, 4].

The shape of wind turbine blades is complicated. The
main bearing structure of blade is the main girder of the
blade; the structure design of the main girder is a key part
of the blade design. Composite material structure design
generally uses allowable strain design.

The structural design of the blade mainly includes two
aspects; one is the section of the blade structure; the other
is section layer material selection and arrangement and
calculating the thickness of layers. The main girder structure
of large wind turbine blades is mainly double shear web
girder or box girder at present [5]. With the increasing of
wind turbine blade size, the using of double shear web girder
and box girder structure can satisfy the requirement of the
stiffness and strength of the blade and reduce greatly quality
of the blades; the passage which takes box girder as the object
is studied [6]. Blade section structure of box girder relates
mainly to the determination of the location and width of
the girders, and the determination of main parameters of the
main girder affects calculation of the layer thickness. As a case
study the model is applied to the design of a 1.2Mw wind
turbine blade. The model has been found to be successful
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Figure 1: Cross-section of blade.

in arriving at optimum blade designs and identifying useful
design trends with various design specifications.

2. Approach and Methods

The considered blade is made of composite materials con-
taining more than one bonded material, each with different
structural properties.

Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the blade profile
structure; the layer thickness can be calculated according
to the given profile structure. The layer thickness of front
AOE contains only bidirectional cloth layer thickness; that is,
𝑡LE = 𝑡db. The layer thickness of girder cap AB, ED includes
bidirectional and unidirectional cloth thickness; that is, 𝑡SC =

𝑡db + 𝑡ud. The layer thickness of the trailing edge BCD com-
prises a bidirectional cloth and sandwich layup; that is, 𝑡TE =
𝑡db+𝑡𝑜.The layer thickness of shear web AE, BD can generally
be assumed to be the same as the trailing edge; that is,
𝑡SW = 𝑡TE = 𝑡db + 𝑡𝑜.

The skin and the shear web thickness should be given
before the thickness of themain girder of blade; skin ismainly
laid bidirectional cloth and bidirectional cloth is mainly used
to bear the torque, but actually the torque is borne by blade,
small thickness given in [7]. Consider

𝑡db = max (0.0025 ⋅max (𝑤
𝑝𝑖
) ,𝑚db ⋅ 𝛿dbp) , (1)

where 𝑤
𝑝𝑖
means width of the panel between the 𝑖 web and

the 𝑖+1web; 𝛿dbp is bidirectional fabric single-layer thickness;
𝑚db is the least layers of bidirectional fabric single-layer.
It assumes that the thickness of entire cross-section of
bidirectional cloth layer is consistent when calculated. The
main girder ply mainly unidirectional cloth; its thickness can
be iterative calculation by strength criterion given in [8].
Consider

𝑓 (𝛿ud) = 𝜎max − [𝜎] ,

𝜎 = 𝐸 [
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where 𝜎max = max(𝜎). Consider

𝑁cr = 4 ⋅
𝜋
2

𝐷

𝑏
2
. (3)

From the above equations, (𝑥, 𝑦) represents the discrete
point coordinates on the girder, 𝜎 represents the stress of
the specified point in the blade section, 𝑀
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of area element at trailing edge.

bending that is suffered, respectively, from the first and sec-
ond axis direction,𝑁 is the normal force, 𝐸𝐴 is longitudinal
stiffness of the blade, and 𝐸𝐼

1
, 𝐸𝐼
2
, and 𝐸 are the first and the

second main shaft bending stiffness and elastic modulus at
this point, respectively.

Front curvature is larger and main girder bending ability
is stronger, so it assumes that front and main girder buckling
instability does not occur. The airfoil trailing edge of the
blade section is generally wider and its curvature is small; it
is easy to have an instability problem. In order to enhance
its stiffness, it lays this sandwich layer; generally the trailing
edge of the blade profile is assumed as plate to calculate the
antibuckling thickness. The trailing edge is simplified as flat
as shown in Figure 2. thickness direction the plate of 𝑧 − 𝜁

is neutral level, in the direction of 𝜏 is the plate thickness
direction.

Corresponding to calculation formula (7), the critical
buckling stress is simplified.

Where 𝑁cr is critical load, 𝐷 is bending stiffness of plate
and 𝑏 is the width of the plate. It should be noticed that the
isotropic material and trailing edge portion of laminates were
calculated bidirectional cloth and sandwich layup bending
stiffness and it is defined by the following forms:
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(4)

where 𝐸db, 𝜐db are, respectively, bidirectional fabric elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The longitudinal stress of plate
can be written as follows:

𝑁
𝑧
(𝑧, 𝜁) = ∫

𝜏
2

𝜏
1

𝜎 (𝑧, 𝜁, 𝜏) d𝜏, (5)

where 𝜎(𝑧, 𝜁, 𝜏) is the axial bending stress and𝑁
𝑧
(𝑧, 𝜁) is the

longitudinal pressure of unit length.
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Substituting (4) and (5)) into (3), it can be expressed as
follows:
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3. Optimization Problem Definition

It is not possible to formulate the problem of optimumdesign
of wind turbine blades as a single-criterion optimisation task
because this process requires many criteria to be taken into
account. Blade design is here performed with a constrained
optimization-based procedure. In formulating an optimiza-
tion problem, three principal phases must be considered
[9, 10]:

(i) definition and measure of design objectives,

(ii) choice of the design variables and preassigned param-
eters,

(iii) definition of the design constraints.

The blade profile structure is shown in Figure 1, given
girder location and width parameters, and it defines the ratio
which distance that from shear web of before the main girder
to front end divides section length is 𝑎, section width of main
girder and section chord ratio is 𝑏.

3.1. Form of the Objective Function. The objective function is
linear density of blade mass. Based on the study of [7], it can
be expressed as follows:

𝐺 = min(
𝑅

∑

𝑖=0.2𝑅

𝐺
𝑖
) . (7)

In order to decrease dimensionality of the optimization
problem, some of the variables are preassigned fixed values.
They are (a) layout parameters including blade length, chord,
twist, and precone and (b) cross-sectional parameters includ-
ing airfoil type and dimensions of internal webs and covering
skin. The design variables, which are subject to change in
the optimization process, are chosen to be the dimensionless
radius of gyration, cross-sectional area, and length of each
segment composing the main blade spar [11].

For thin-walled sections with constant, if the profile is
discrete, blade sectional area of the first 𝑖 can be expressed
as follows:

𝐴
𝑖
= 𝑙db𝛿db + 𝑙ud𝛿ud + 𝑙𝑜𝛿𝑜, (8)

where 𝑙db, 𝑙ud, and 𝑙
𝑜
are, respectively, bidirectional fabric,

unidirectional fabric, and sandwich layer laminate length;
𝛿db, 𝛿ud, and 𝛿𝑜 are, respectively, bidirectional cloth, unidirec-
tional cloth, and sandwich layer thickness. Taking the main

girder cap layup as an example, which is calculated from the
following equation:

𝑙AB =
𝑛−1

∑

𝑖=1
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where (𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑖
) is coordinates of the point on the main girder

cap AB, the values range of (𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑖
) is determined by 𝑎, 𝑏. So

the section quality of the first 𝑖 of blade can be represented as
follows:

𝐺
𝑖
= 𝑙db𝛿db𝜌db + 𝑙ud𝛿ud𝜌ud + 𝑙𝑜𝛿𝑜𝜌𝑜. (10)

Finally, it can be expressed as follows:

𝐺
𝑖
= 𝑓 (𝑎, 𝑏) . (11)

3.2. The Constraints. After having carried out the study
of formulating an optimisation criterion when minimising
quality, all design requirements are treated as constraints;
therefore, all converged solutions are viable according to the
conditions that have been imposed by the designer. The code
performs the design using amultilevel approach.Considering
blades as double shear webs, it will be meaningless if the
distance from anterior shear web to front end, the initial
position of main girder along cross-section chord of blade
which is the location 𝑎 of former shear web, the girder width
parameters of 𝑎 and 𝑏 should be less than 1, if it is more than
1, it indicates that the main girder is clearly beyond the scope
of the section:

Min (𝐺) = 𝐹 (𝑎, 𝑏)

s.t : 0 ≤ 𝑎 + 𝑏 ≤ 1, max (𝐸𝐼
1
) ≥ 𝐶.

(12)

From the above equations, 𝐺 indicates the quality of
the blade section, variables are the former web location
parameters 𝑎 and girder width parameter 𝑏, and max (𝐸𝐼

1
)

is the maximum of the first main shaft bending stiffness in all
calculation sections of blade profile.𝐶 is the maximum of the
first main shaft bending stiffness in blade calculation section
before optimization of the blade, where

0.1 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ 0.89 0.1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 0.9, 0 ≤ 𝑎 + 𝑏 ≤ 1. (13)

The values of 𝑎 and 𝑏 gained optimization will be
randomly eliminated when these are inappropriate variable
values. If only the quality of blade is required to be the
minimum, it will lead to the decrease of blade stiffness.
Therefore, it needs to make the blade stiffness constraints in
the optimization process. Blade bending stiffness considers
mainly the stiffness of blade-wielding direction, and that
is the first main shaft bending stiffness of blade profile
corresponding to the calculation; the constraints given are
max(𝐸𝐼

1
) ≥ 𝐶 in this formula, where 𝐶 is the constant.
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Figure 3: Mass per unit length comparison after optimization.

Table 1: Parameters comparison after optimization.

Parameters Before optimization After optimization
𝑎 0.2 0.2146
𝑏 0.2 0.1728
𝐸𝐼1/N ⋅m2 2.35𝐸 + 0.8 2.77𝐸 + 08
𝐸𝐼2max/N ⋅m2 1.84𝐸 + 08 1.71𝐸 + 08

4. Optimization of a 1.2 MW Wind Blade

4.1. The Determination of Basic Parameters. In this study, a
megawatt wind turbine blade will be computed layer and the
placement parameters of the main girder will be optimized
by genetic algorithm. When it is programmed with genetic
algorithm, MATLAB genetic algorithm toolbox which is
made up by Sheffield University swill be used. Genetic
algorithm parameters are as follows: the population size
is 280, the maximum algebra of evolution is 470, variable
dimension is 2, and crossover rate is 0.35.

4.2. The Results of Calculation and Analysis. Optimisation
calculations were done with the use of the thors program
that implemented a modified genetic algorithm for which
the following assumptions were made.The specific results are
shown inTable 1 and Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 for the optimization
design of box girder position and width parameters.

It is not convenient to consider the blade root when it is
calculated, so it must be designed separately. Table 1 shows
the difference of the main girder parameters before and after
optimization. Before the shear web position shifts slightly
backward and girder width also increases after optimization
in the case that bending stiffness does not reduce. Figure 2
shows the comparison of quality linear density of different
spanwise positions before and after optimization; in general,
the summation of quality linear density has decreased but
it is not so much; it is reduced relatively more in the blade
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Figure 4: Leading edge layer thickness.
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Figure 5: Spar cap layer thickness.

length 10%. It is mainly affected by the stiffness constraint,
so the reduction of quality of blade is not very obvious after
optimization.

As illustrated in Figure 4 in the comparison of the front
layer thickness before and after optimization, the front layer
is almost not changed, because the front is only lain a
bidirectional cloth, the estimation of bidirectional fabric
thickness is associated with the distance between front and
rear shear webs, and the bidirectional fabric thickness is
almost not changed after optimization because the change of
girder width is not so obvious.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the use of large fiber angles
in the spar caps should be avoided to limit the impact on
the blade mass. Comparing with the main girder cap layer
thickness, the middle part of the main girder cap layer thick-
ness decreases obviously; although the percentage of girder
width increase is small, the middle chord length of blade
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Figure 6: Trailing edge layer thickness.

is bigger, so overall the incremental volume of the main
girder width is obvious; this part of the corresponding layer
thickness is also reduced obviously.

Figure 6 is comparison of the trailing edge thickness; it
can be seen fromFigure 6 that the ply thickness which is close
to the maximum chord is reduced obviously, because the
increase of girder width reduces the trailing edge width and
at the same time reduces the sandwich layer laying quantity.

The layer depth value of girder section near the blade root
is very large, which causes error according to the committee
airfoil calculation given; the actual blade in the transition
section profile by is changed airfoils to round shape.

5. Conclusion

We presented our latest developments toward a direct design
method for HAWTs. The design method was based on
numerical optimization and several calculationmodels: aero-
dynamic calculations and structural calculations. An opti-
mization model is developed by constraining blade stiffness,
taking minimum quality of blade as the objective function,
and calculating the parameters of main girder of blade with
genetic algorithm. By optimizing calculations, the position
of the main girder of blade shifts toward the rear edge and
its width increases somewhat. The synergistic use of fiber
rotations in the skin and spar caps is beneficial in terms
of blade weight. In fact, fiber rotations in the skin allow
one to limit rotations in the spar caps. The multidisciplinary
optimization model is found to be appropriate and efficient
in arriving at optimum blade designs and identifying useful
design trends with various design specifications.
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